Anti-Dump's Machine (Part I: Interest Level)
Before the posts of Anti-Dump slip away forever, there ought to be a recollection of what he
said. The length of these posts is to provide a summary, and quotes, of Anti-Dump’s Machine!
Quote:
You follow the same procedure time and time again with ALL women.
This will almost guarantee you success finding an INTERESTED women because it is like
having a love machine. Just push a button and there she is...well there is more work than that
but you get the picture.
You are now on the Road to 'The One'.
This is Anti-Dump's MACHINE. Anti-Dump was interested in filtering out the non-interested
chicks and finding the one he wanted. This is why Anti-Dump was not Doc Love. Doc Love was
interested in boosting a female's interest level through using challenge and such. Anti-Dump
wasn't interested in boosting women's interest levels; he only wanted a chick for himself. His
'machine' was not to make women interested, it was to separate the wheat from the chaff.
Anti-Dump’s Machine is not ‘everything’. You still must build yourself up and create a life.
Anti-Dump’s Machine is a good system to find an INTERESTED chick and keep her for an LTR
and eventually marriage.
For example: If a girl goes back to her ex, most guys think the chick is broken. Anti-Dump
would see it as a DUMP. But does the guy see it as a dump? No, his VANITY is in the way. He
and the other guys just conclude the women are ‘broken’ or ‘mad’.
If this guy had used Anti-Dump’s Machine, he would never have been in such a situation. In
other words, girls are not CRAZY, you just weren’t MAN enough for her.
Quote:
How do I measure success with women? That's easy. INTEREST LEVEL!
I only date women who are INTERESTED in me. I think I am very successful because I
DON'T HAVE WOMEN WHO AREN'T INTERESTED AROUND ME.
Most guys get a girlfriend and get that stupid smug look on their face. “I got a girlfriend.” But
does she like you or is she really just bored? Anyone can get women. Remember, even AFCs can
get women. PLEASING them cannot be the barometer of success. Pleasing YOURSELF is in
what you want.
This also applies to the Urban Breed, who get together with their friends to tell how many chicks

they’ve ‘scored’ just like chirpy chicks telling each other how much they’ve gotten from a guy.
When we play this game, we just go in a circle boosting nothing in our lives but vanity.
Quote:
I am successful because I don't have women in my life that don't love me.
It is not a 'negative attitude'. It is a WEEDING OUT PROCESS. I weed out
unsuitable women. What's unsuitable?
LOW interest. Why is she with me if she rejects almost all of my date suggestions? Low
interest. Why is she with me when after three years she never once said 'how are you?'. LOW
interest. Why is she with me when we are engaged to be married in four weeks and I hear her
say to her girlfriend while on the phone "Men, their just NOT WORTH IT" in a serious voice.
LOW INTEREST!!!!!
These are actual, REAL women that I've dated. And I didn't even mention my ex-wife. She
wasn't the engaged girl above.
Guys, they don't love you so DUMP THEM. You know it's true, but you hang in there year
after year pretending it's really there. But it isn't. She just doesn't treat you right.
You [Vassago] and Delvar can laugh at my stuff and anybody else. But I GUARANTEE you
will meet a woman who loves you and not one that doesn't.
Anti-Dump and Interest Level
If you asked Anti-Dump, “What ought I to do to please the women?” he would reply:
“What! Please the women? Stop looking from the perspective of the woman and start looking at
what pleases YOU.”
This is where most guys get Anti-Dump wrong. These guys (Speed Seductionists, etc.) keep
trying to CREATE romantic interest. “I will give the women a chance to get to know me.” AntiDump isn’t interested in CREATING interest because it has to already be there. This confuses
many.
Let us say a cool guy uses Anti-Dump’s Machine. He finds a girl that loves him. Now let us say
a bum on the street uses Anti-Dump’s Machine. He finds no girl that loves him.
“See! See! His Machine doesn’t work!”
Fools! You are placing the success on obtaining women, not on obtaining INTERESTED
women. It is not a black and white world of “Success = Having Women” and “Failure = Staying
Single.” No, it is “Success= Not being attached to UNINTERESTED women.” and “Failure =
Being attached to an UNINTERESTED women.” Being in an unhappy marriage is worse than

being single.
In both the cool guy and the bum’s examples, Anti-Dump’s Machine worked. The Machine is
not to get you a woman, its purpose is to WEED OUT uninterested women. If you are the street
bum, no women will be interested in you. The machine is not the failure, the man is.
Now if the street bum recreated himself and became Cool Guy, the machine will throw up an
interested women eventually.
It is that simple.
Quote:
woman should be interested in YOU. Not what you are doing.
When a woman changes the date it is a RED FLAG.
Think about it. She is 'negotiating' a simple date. What other demands is she going to insist on
in the future?
I was once engaged to a girl that turned down TEN second date ideas. I swear to God!
She was one of the most INFLEXABLE girls I ever had a relationship with. We were going to
be married and she REFUSED to spend sundays anywhere but at her mother's house. No
exceptions. And she hated Boston. I LOVE Boston. My second date idea should have been
Boston!
Then I would have gotten rid of her then and not later.
You tell her "I was looking forward to paying pool with you. I'll give you another buzz
sometime".
You pick the dates YOU want at first. She needs to like your style.
Quote:
Call a week later with a DIFFERENT date. Not the one she said. Remember you are testing
for HIGH INTEREST. If she doesn't accept the second one, throw her number away. I would
say for the second turndown: "Wow. We seem to be different as night and day. Listen, maybe
I'll see you around town. Goodbye."
The first date should be accepted . And the second and third as well. After that, you can
compromise.
Another way is the counter-offer.
Ron: Let's go sky diving. I'll pick you up at 1:00PM on saturday.

Miss Inflexable: Oh god, I could never jump out of a plane. How about a simple dinner.
Ron: Sorry, but I just lost ten pounds. How about jet-skiing? (THE COUNTER-OFFER) My
uncle will let me use his jet-ski . I'll be over at 3:00PM.
Miss Inflexable: I'm afraid of falling off the darn thing.
Ron: Maybe down the road we can get together. I gotta go. (click)
.
The whole point is that if she accepts your first three dates
she is going to be a flexable partner down the road.
Women that feel EVERY date has to be mutual are bad news in my book.
I called one girl years ago for a movie date. She said "I have to be in the MOOD for a movie".
Today Anti-Dump would say "Listen. I'll call you back when you are in the mood"! Like
NEVER!
Stand your ground. It shows you are not desperate and that you are a MAN. You have
BACKBONE.
It weeds out the ones that just want to use you for a good time. Or are going with you because
they are bored.
You must be the FOCUS.
Exactly! YOU are the focus, not the girl. She needs to like who you are, not you to mold yourself
to her pleasures. You guys are not ‘creating’ interest, you are just deceiving yourself. Why do
people deceive themselves? Because it flatters the ego.
Quote:
For a strategy to work, one of the sexes CAN'T be using a strategy.
Read this again.
One side has to be defenseless for the 'strategy side' to WIN.
Read this also again.
A man who is a nice guy will call a woman repeatedly because in the "Rules" she won't return
a man's calls.
I other words the guy has to _ 'beg' for a date. Real men don't beg.

Begging is impossible with my strategy because of the two call limit. You are not defenseless.
If the male and the female are both using a strategy, like in chess, you have a STALE MATE.
Both of you LOSE the game.
The answer is simple: Date only women who have no 'plan'. Here's the great part. Women
dislike strategies. As soon as they meet a guy they have HIGH interest in, they are the first to
break the rules!
This is why you should never make an exception. The woman will be the first to compromise
(a little).
Women who won’t let the men lead (at first) are scared of being women. You need to avoid
them.
Quote:
Almost every guy on the planet shows EXCESSIVE attention to a women. This goes on day
after day, year after year. Women are bored with it. They've heard the compliments a million
times. You believe a myth. You believe a women doesn't get enough attention. You believe
she's starved for attention. This is not so. Every day some guy is asking her to "get together
some time". Every day some guy is asking for the number. Every day some guy is telling her
how beautiful she is.
When you show a women INITIAL interest like you said above, SHE BEGINS TO LOSE
interest. Your theory would work if nobody was approaching these women day after day.
THEN, her interest would suddenly INCREASE. But, instead, it DECREASES when you tell
her how fine she looks and talks. She's BORED by attention.
So, in effect, there can be no 'Cycle'. Attention kills the deal. It might work on an unattractive
lady. I'll give you that . But on attractive to beautiful. I say it BACKFIRES.

It is as if the dog women want to be treated like beauties (with flowers and chocolates) while the
beautiful women want to be treated like dogs (mistreated, hurt, kicked).
Stop being sappy not because it won’t get you hot chicks but because it’s so disrespectful to
yourself. You start awarding flowers to women who have not earned them.
Quote:
The DJ way is not trickery just like you said. You see this so clearly. It's UNCOMMON,
common sense. Sure, you could use it to create high interest and screw the girl then drop her
the next day. But this is unlikely.
Guys that use these methods are interested in LOVE not just sex.

We don't have a short attention span. Except with an UN-interested woman! He,he,he!!!!
It's funny Devlar should say that the DJ way is 'immoral'. If a girl is not interested in us, we
don't get sex first like he does then later drop the girl. We drop the girl long before any sex.
It's 'immoral' for guys to be played as SUCKERS. That's immoral. It's immoral for guys to be
USED so the ladies can get gifts and free concerts. From guys that they just don't care about.
I would also add sex and boy toys. Yes, women DO use guys as sex toys. You want to stay away
from such chicks because it is impossible to have a healthy relationship with them (a woman
ought to be giving, not taking).
To sum up:
Quote:
Even Ko-B 'got it'. He said "after a while you PEEL OFF the AD cover". That's exactly it!
Dating is like buying an expensive piece of real estate. You have to know what you are doing.
You have to be careful or you might get stuck with swampland

Anti-Dump's Machine (Part II: More Interest Level)
Let us say you set up a date. And the woman does not like your date idea! Heavens no, what
should we say to her, Anti-Dump?
Quote:
It doesn't matter WHAT you say. You will never speak to her again.
Okay, I say "Sorry, I'm not interested. Take care." Then I hang up.
Anytime a women wants to change your initial approach, just counter with "I'm not interested"
then counter-offer.
You: Let's do dinner Saturday.
Her: I feel like bowling.
You: I'm not interested in bowling. Let's do pool.
Remember this is ONLY for the first and second date. And it's a test of interest to see if she
follows your lead the SECOND time.
If she doesn't follow with the second request, say "Listen.Let's do this another time. Take

care."
Then don't call back. She is too INFLEXABLE to date.
But what if she asks, “Sure i'd like to go, but could you call me that day a few hours before to
confirm?" and the variances to that?
Don Steele, the author of several dating books, decided to answer this,
Quote:
say, "Maybe we should get together some other time instead when you're able to be more sure
of your schedule." Cause if you let her do that, She's playin ya, taken you for granted, and
looking for a way to blow-you off at the last minute...AND THAT SUX! Been there, done
that.
However, I see what she did as a TEST of the Steel Content of your balls. Women have to find
out if you are a Boy or a Man capable of protecting and providing. If you are a Boy, she is
immediately NOT INTERESTED in sending her DNA into the future with you!
I teach and preach that Men have to accept that female will test them. Don't assume she's a
game player or taking you for granted. Assume that SHE IS INTERESTED and therefore SHE
IS TESTING to see if you are WORTHY. Boys ain't. Men might be. There will be more tests
and after that still more tests.
BondjamesBond comments with the following,
Quote:
Speaking for myself, I never had a problem with confirmation calls.....I use to do it all the
time. But it was always me who said that I would call about a day or so ahead of time to make
certain things were still on. It was my own little test. If they acted even the least bit halfhearted or wanted to back out then I dropped them like a bad habit and never gave them a
second thought again. Only once did I excuse a chick for not being able to show......She had to
go to the hospital because of an attack of appendicitis. So things do happen.
I can't tell you the number of times some broads would call me again and again trying to set
something back up after I felt they burned me. But they all got the same response-----CLICK----I think a confirmation call can be reasonable within limits that you, yourself , set.
But don't ever break rule #1.......
Never, never, NEVER, kiss a woman's @ss!
Now let us observe a conversation between Anti-Dump and the Nice Guy. The Nice Guy cannot

understand why his girlfriend, who he thought to be a ‘good girl’ and all, went back to her ex.
For your reading pleasure, Italics will be the Nice Guy while Anti-Dump will be in the quotes.
Quote:
The only thing you are 'reckless' about is your manly pride.
You have been DUMPED and you don't see it!
now he wants her back and
she has decided to "give it one more try"
Quote:
That, my friend is a DUMP. You are out of her ROMANTIC life forever. When a woman
'goes back
to her boyfriend' she has decided you are not for her. She has 'tasted' your flavor and has LOW
interest romantically for you.
It's LOW. She could come back but she will BREAK UP with you again. Because
romantically it's low.
which I kind of understand.
Quote:
Only confused, clueless, no balls nice guys understand
a girl dumping him and going back with an EX.
You came to the right place.
We'll make a Don Juan out of you yet.
The problem is she still likes me but wants us to "be friends".
Quote:
Yea, she likes you 'a little'. Not good enough for a Don Juan. She has to be crazy about you.
She has to want to marry you.
In short she has to have HIGH interest.
I'm wondering if he came back on the scene cos he suddenly realised that he wasnt the only one
that could have her.

Quote:
Doesn't matter. When she said 'I have decided to go back' she revealed her LOW interest in
you.
It wasnt an easy decision for her, crying about it,etc.....
Quote:
This is where the nice guys TOTALLY FAIL . It was EASY for her to dump you. She has 10
times the romantic feelings for her EX than you. That was easy.
The hard part was HURTING YOU.
She knows she cares little for you. She knows she started someting she can never finish. She
didn't 'cry' for you. She is not 'torn' between you and the EX.
She cried because she is DUMPING YOU!
You nice guys need a lot of work.
Remember, I used to be in your shoes.
My question is - how do i get her to realise that he will just **** her around
Quote:
Why do you care? She will never be your girlfriend. Once a women leaves you, you are OUT
romantically forever. No chance.
or how do i get out of this friends ****.
Quote:
Impossible. It's over friend. She is giving you false hope. Remember, she will dump you
AGAIN if you get back. Because of the low interest.
She even told me the other day i was making her horny
Quote:
She is horny because her EX isn't around to please her. IF she wanted it from you, she would
have ripped your clothes off.
Six months is a longtime to wait.
Yet she didn't ask you to bang her. Very bad sign.
she is confused, but what can i do?

Quote:
SHE IS NOT CONFUSED! Nice guys got it all wrong. She wants her EX and not you. That is
confused?
Not!
Do I ignore her totally which will be pretty hard and lose her friendship,
or keep up the innuendo,etc in hope that she may come back???
Quote:
Turn her into a friend. But get out there and start asking for numbers. Don't let her give you
false hope again. Don't get sucked back in.
Date others.
DOES THIS SOUND FAMILIAR? Perhaps this has happened to you. The girl was just stringing
him along to make her ex jealous. Yes, women do use guys like this.
Now why do we men have such a hard time dealing with female interest? It is because we overthink things.
Peak says,
Quote:
Ok guys Anti-Dump said this of-the-cuff like in one of his posts and I thought it needed to be
painted in the sky, so that we could all look up and remember this!!!
Please stop looking for a green light to move ahead. Never look for 'signs' of her liking you.
You will never get into a women's head. Don't even try. Stop trying to 'read' women. It is a
waste of time. Ask her out. Then you will know for SURE. Her actions are something you can
get a handle on.
A smile and a friendly look is all you need to make your approach.
You ask me if this is really true???
Look, learn from my mistakes. In the past I had girls that really liked me for ages before I had
the guts to ask them out. Their response was over the moon when I finally did! I had
absolutely no idea that so many girls actually liked me...yes in that warm and gooey wet kind
of way. I was clueless...but not anymore!

Anti-Dump adds,
Quote:
As Peak said in his very first post "stop overthinking it"!
Men are NOT women. Take off the dress guys.
It is WOMEN that wonder if a guy likes them before anything happens. Men have somehow
picked up this bad habit from women.
The thought of whether she likes you should never cross your mind. It is not important
BEFORE you ask for the number. The important thing is you WANTING her. Always ask
yourself "Do I want this one?". And the answer should be "Wow. Boy do I!"
That is all you need to know.
Real men TAKE what they want.
And ask questions later.

Anti-Dump's Machine (Part III: You BUY a relationship, not BUILD one)
Anti-Dump says that guys who go into relationships with no guidelines of what they want, end
up with the girl doing things the guy didn't want. You do not 'build' a relationship. You BUY
one.
Quote:
You 'buy' a relationship NOT build one.
It means when you first meet a woman she has to ALREADY have the potential for being a
partner.
Take computers. You could build one yourself. I saw them. They are called 'kits'.
Very, very few people have the desire and patience to build their own computer.
But that's what most guys try to do in relationships. They try to 'build' a relationship with talk
and kindness and gifts and flowers.
All the while the woman is not the sort of woman who should be IN a relationship.
A woman who is not relationship worthy will think nothing of dating you.
She thinks she has every right to. Even though she is demented.
When you 'buy' a car, you don't try to put a different transmission into it. You don't put

'bigfoot' tires on it either.
You buy it the way you WANT it to be. If it's not RIGHT you don't buy it at all!
If your girlfriend is not acting like you think she should be, it's because you didn't 'buy' a
relationship.
You thought you were smarter than the Don Juan who CHOSE the right one in the first place.
My brother was looking for a wife, a woman he could settle down with. He started to pick and
choose the women he wanted. With them, he would practically interview them. "Was she right
for me?" he wondered (rather than thinking, "Am I good enough for her?"). He even gave out
specifications on what he wanted in the relationship. For example, he specified how often he
expected sex ("at least twice a week" he said. And she agreed! Later, he told me, "Maybe I could
have pushed for three times a week!") haha. What this shows is how he BOUGHT the
relationship. He put down certain things he expected, was even candid and up front about them.
A guy with no guidelines of what he wants ends up getting DUMPED and BURNED.
Quote:
Love is not like a courtroom.
Women are all guilty of NON-interest until they PROVE it to you by showing
CONSISTANTLY good behavior.
Otherwise you do not connect.
No excuses, no cancellations, no run-arounds, no 'I'm not ready for a relationship' NO 'give me
time'.
Love the way you want it or they must be weeded out.
Love the way YOU want it. Sounds great huh? Get used to it Don Juan.
Grow a backbone TODAY. It's NO to bringing a friend along on the date. It's NO to rude
behavior. It's NO to "I have to check my schedule". It's NO to "give me your number".
You lead, they must follow. For a few months. Then you can get 'mutual' if you choose. That's
"IF" you choose.
Protect the only part of your body that loves you:
YOUR HEART.
Relapse responded to this with his story. It is long but very crystallizing. It makes the point I've
been trying to hammer for years:

Quote:
Funny you should make a post like this today, AD. I was thinking of posting a personal
testimonial and what you've stated relates to that. Synchronicity everywhere I look, some days.
A while back I posted about my fiancee breaking our engagement. That was four months ago we're talking now, trying to be 'friends.' That may make some of you pissed at me, but she's
the first girl I had sex with and it is important to me that I keep on good terms with her. 'Nuff
said. But besides that I'm getting decent feedback now on what I was doing right and what I
was doing wrong, from someone who knew me very well (probably too well). That, in itself, is
very valuable.
What she has told me is that, in the beginning of our relationship, she wasn't sure if I even
wanted a girlfriend. She said I seemed cold - which could be interpreted as seeming distant or
mysterious in some ways. At that time in my life I was doing karate, doing great in school,
doing very well in dealing with some personal issues, and I guess I radiated confidence. As
time went on in our relationship I became less secure and less confident. In the end she broke
my heart. She ****ed up, but I also allowed myself to be hurt. I wasn't protective enough of
my heart.
He didn't protect his heart! This is a reason why you can do all the right things in attracting the
women but STILL LOSE. Critics on Anti-Dump that he didn't focus on the 'attracting' part
totally miss the point Anti-Dump was making (ANYONE can attract women. I was attracting
women when I was even a NICE GUY. You can attract women all day but still get no where.
You must filter them out). As long as I've been on the forums, I haven't seen anyone make the
same points Anti-Dump did.
Now listen to what Relapse says next:
Quote:
We were close throughout most of our relationship, except at the end of course. All along we
had sex. But you know what? In the beginning, when she thought I was somewhat cold and
didn't want a girlfriend, we had sex A LOT. We talked and shared of course, and that felt
good, but we had sex A LOT. I got backrubs A LOT. She was a LOT warmer to me in the
beginning when she thought she had to work to keep me. I got more of what I wanted when
she wasn't sure if I was interested or not. When she found out she had me no matter what, that
seems to be about the time that things went downhill.
Now that I'm talking with her again, and hearing what she was feeling and thinking throughout
the course of our relationship (she held back quite a bit), I'm realizing that a surprising amount
of what I read here about women is true. It doesn't matter how special she is or how much she
loves you - she's still a woman, and women have to have certain things in a man to remain
interested in them.
Now read the following very carefully:

Quote:
So I guess the moral of the story is this: Be confident. Be satisfied with yourself. Be patient,
wait for what you want. Be independent, not desperate. Keep improving yourself, keep
growing, keep broadening your horizons, keep trying new things, so that you've always got
something exciting about you to be mysterious about. Do not implicitly trust anyone - trust is
earned and not given. RESPECT women, but do not allow YOURSELF to be disrespected
either. Either call people (women AND men) on their bullsh|t, or get them out of your life and
laugh as you walk away. You should probably do both. If someone hurts you, milk it for the
lessons and move on as best you can. If you have to grieve, then do so, but don't wallow in it.
I'm starting to think the most important way to maintain a woman's IL is by improving yourself
and respecting yourself FIRST.
Improving yourself and respect yourself first! Where have we heard that before? Some guys are
scared of relationships. But the point is that if you are constantly growing, constantly improving,
constantly living, then you will never become boring, always remain a bit mysterious, and you
will always be interesting to her.
Anti-Dump makes this point to Relapse:
Quote:
As soon as she realized you really loved her, her mission was over.
Women are love seekers. As long as they are looking for love in you they will hang in there.
But as soon as they find it, they are off with another dude to start the process over again.
They must never be really sure as you found out. Say "I love you" very rarely in the future.
Make the woman WORK to get you. This doesn’t mean becoming passive or disinterested, it
means going on with your life and if she wants to come along, fine, but you have some ground
rules. If she isn’t consistent, then she is GONE.

Anti-Dump's Machine (Part IV: Embrace ACTION, Woman's Weak Spot)
Quote:
You call a MINIMUM of four days.
Your only calling days are monday, tuesday, wednesday. NEVER call thursday thru sunday.
She will have made plans for the week end. Trips, aunts flying in, etc.
This is simple. If you get a number on your calling days call the FOLLOWING week. If you

get a number on THURS thru SATURDAY call the FOLLOWING week. If you get a number
on sunday, call wednesday. Wednesday is only three days but you probably won't get many
numbers on that day.
This is not science. It is an art.
Planning your calls is good for you because it teaches you to SLOW DOWN.
The slower you go in dating the easier it is to AVOID the traps. You know the saying, 'fools
rush in'.
The girl will wait if she truely likes you. If she gets mad, this is good. You find out who is a
b***h and who is not.
About getting off the phone fast. Your purpose for calling is NOT TO HAVE A
CONVERSATION! It is to SET UP a date. Say 'this is Anjo, we met at the Joe's Place. Let's
do dinner on saturday. I'll pick you up at 8:00PM. What's your address?.'
After you get the address, say 'That's great. See you saturday. Goodnight.'And HANG UP.
You are not being RUDE! You are giving her a date and she is LUCKY she got one from you.
Why? Because you had two other girls to choose from!
A guy told Anti-Dump that he talked to his ex through the Internet. “Since we broke up so well,
maybe there is a chance we’ll get back together.”
And Anti-Dump responded:
Quote:
You said "She broke up with me".
You were DUMPED. No matter what you do or say or learn, you have been put in a little file
box in her head under 'loser'.
Nothing on the face of the earth can help you now (with her).
You need a NEW girl with a BLANK file box . March forward young Don Juan! Seek out new
blood.
The next girl will be ALL OVER YOU.
But the guy replied, “But Anti-Dump! She tells me to call her sometime.”
And Anti-Dump thundered:
Quote:

You said "what about her talking to me..."
Computer talk is just TALK. It is NOT a relationship. She prefers to just TALK to you. She
could pick up her phone at any second. She never will. Why? You are giving her all the
attention she needs. Why should she call you. She can get what she wants from you everyday.
SHE KNOWS HOW TO HAVE IT ALL HER WAY. She dumped you when SHE wanted.
She keeps TELLING you to call (ordering).
She thinks (incorrectly) you'll do what ever she wants. You see she won't call because she's
programmed by the little file box. It tells her you're willing to go along with her.
A relationship has to be 50-50. Alot of women think equality means having it all their way.
WRONG!
Prove me wrong. Call her. Ask her out . I guarantee that she will be TWICE as ONE-SIDED
as she was. Why? Because you have shown that you are a willing victim. You are willing to
give her lots of your Don Juan time. If you want to be friends that's alright. Just don't think she
will suddenly turn into Miss Cooperation. It will never happen.
She's not interested in you the person. If she was your phone would be exploding. She sees the
new you. She talks to the new you. Is the phone ringing?
She doesn't know that you've changed . You can't tell her you've changed. You can't tell her
about all the things you now know. It's too late.
She will always see you in the old way.
But the guy asks, “Can the guy ever go back with such an ex?”
Quote:
I guess your going to have to learn the hard way. She's baiting the trap.
She can't wait to SUCK YOU BACK INTO A ONE SIDED relationship where SHE has all
the power. Remember the little file box? In her mind you are a loser. As soon as you get back
she will DUMP you harder than you ever have been dumped before.
Why didn't she ask you to be ALONE with her at the movies? You were asked to 'come along'
(second choice) .
Why didn't she ask you to go shopping ALONE with her. Because 'None of her friends would
go with her' (you are
second choice again).
You CAN"T be first my friend with a girl that dumped you. She can only put the dog collar
around your neck.
What size is it by the way....

Krynnster adds,
Quote:
As hard as this may sound, in my experience this is absolutely true. Exes will remain exes. If
you go back to them (or let them get back to you) it might work for a while and you can have
some fun but it wouldn't last. While I found that it's very easy to become best-friends with
your exes (no sex), it's almost impossible to have a successful relationship with them. Why?
Because you already tried it and it didn't work. You can try again, but it will fail again because
both of you didn't really change and everything that was wrong is still wrong. Your best option
is to learn your lesson, let her learn hers and move on.
Oh and one more thing, if you don't really care about what's going to happen with her, then
don't allow her to get any closer because you will lose control, start caring and get hurt.
Poet put out a long post detailing the DJ way. At the end he asks, “Does anyone else have a
better way to put it and in less words?”
Anti-Dump replied:
Quote:
Yea. I have some.
Just focus on the single word 'NUMBER' when you are talking to a woman.
And then focus on the single word 'YES' when you call to ask for a date.
You only need TWO words Poet. Number and Yes. This may be too simple for a brain like
you!
And please don't pull out any FU's. It's a joke.
Forget Words. Take action.
Poet replies that he ought to check for ‘high levels of interest signs’ first. Listen to Anti-Dump’s
response:
Quote:
I keep telling you that 'signs' are unreliable and are a waste of time to look for.
Women HIDE (!) their true feelings. They conceal them until they are absolutely sure. That
process takes months and months in a relationship. And you want them to show it before?
Never going to happen.

The ugly ones do it because they are desparate. The 9&10's DON'T do it generally speaking.
You can't get into a woman's head early in the dating process. It's a SEALED VAULT. You
must strike women at their WEAK spot. Their 'weak spot' is ACTION.
Men rule the action world. Women are king in COMMUNICATING. But weak in action.
The secret is asking them to DO things. This is their weak spot. They would rather 'talk' all the
time and discuss things. They are experts in that. You CAN'T WIN UNLESS 'YOU' ARE
THE EXPERT.
And you are. In DOING things. Asking for a date is the ultimate test. If a girl is interested she
will go into her 'weak' area for you. She will do things. She will let you lead her in the
ACTION world.
Women that are mediumly to low interested in you will HESITATE and think about it.
'Signs' are a form of communicating and that's where women are king.
Asking for a date is really saying 'let's do some action things'. You are seeing if she will leave
her communicating world for you.
You are under the impression that 9's & 10's will do that. Most won't. It's not a
REVERSABLE process. Because ugly girls do that, beautiful one's WON'T.
The good looking ones HIDE their true feelings.
You must ask out the ones that show very little signs IF SHE IS SOMEONE YOU really
WANT!
Risk is part of the game. No risk, no reward.

Anti-Dump's Machine (Part V: Women and Information)
Ego Makes the Nice Guy
Where did you learn this information, Anti-Dump?
Quote:
The communication/action strategy is my own. But it is based on Men Are From
Mars/_Women are from Venus by John Gray.
This book is the best book ever written about relationships. Don't get married without reading

it.
But...... it is a very dangerous book if you apply it to dating.
DO NOT! Repeat, DO NOT apply it to dating.
Why? Because you will be manipulated and used.
The Mars/Venus book (John Gray)
can only work if you have married a HIGHLY INTERESTED woman. Like Bonnie, his wife.
Suppose you marry a woman that doesn't love you. Happens all the time. All the giving will be
ONE SIDED on your side. She will make excuses why she doesn't want to make love to you.
By the rules of the book you HAVE (!) to accept her feelings and CANNOT 'INVALIDATE'
them.
It's like you taking a criminal into your house but you can't call the police when he robs you.
You accept a women's negative feelings ONLY IF she really loves you.
If you use the book for dating you will be like Lockman. You will have to be 'understanding'
even about her insulting you.
You are a smart dude BigBadJon. I know you get this.
The book &lt;&lt;&lt;&lt;PRESUPPOSES&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; high interest. But he doesn't say
that in the book. Very dangerous.
About your other comments:
As you said there ARE many 'signs' a woman gives. I HAVE seen some of those TLC shows.
They are great. Like in one show they showed a tape of how some women look at a guy's
shoes when they first meet. I don't doubt you are judged, by some women by your shoes. As a
matter of fact I always make sure, after seeing that show, my shoes are new when going out!
So I am not against signs.
The greatest lesson you will ever learn as a Don Juan is this: You must stop 'understanding'
women and start CHOOSING ones that work with you and not against you.
Mars/Venus doesn't tell you that IT IS UNNECCESSARY TO UNDERSTAND a woman if
she is highly interested in you! She will automatically do everything right.
And interesting comment by Peak:
Quote:

Very true AD. However, I recommend that men also master their skills of communication!!
Yes guys practise your writing and verbal skills..that means writing essays well at school or
Uni.
It's powerful because if you are stronger than them at their strongest point then they truly
revere you. Once they realize in their minds that you are better than them then they submit to
you. They will test you on it initially, then they will simply WANT YOU. Why? Cause they will
feel weak and vulnerable, but with you around they will feel protected.
On another thread, Anti-Dump says,
Quote:
He only made ONE mistake. He took her number.
I keep trying to tell you guys when a women INITIATES a date or relationship she is not very
serious. Women have a million reasons for asking you out.
Very few are for romantic purposes. This guy blamed himself. That's a shame. THE GIRL
HAD LOW INTEREST FROM THE START. Him getting the number the 'easy way' should
have alerted him not to take it seriously.
You guys have to keep your EGOS in place. You think you must be fantastic for her to give
you her number. It proves you don't know women. WHEN A GUY IS FANTASTIC WOMEN
(most) ARE A LITTLE AFRAID to make a move.
They make their moves on guys that are NOT overpowering emotionally. If a woman thinks
you are out of her league (above her) she will NOT ask you out.
I want to add in that just because a woman has sex with you or even MARRIES you does not
mean she likes you.
Look, why did you remain a Nice Guy when all reality said you were a fool? Because of your
ego. Why do you continue the same errors? Your ego. The man who is invincible with women is
the man who can humble himself.
For women do not deceive us. Rather, women help men deceive themselves.
Women and Information
Why do guys feel they must ‘hand out’ information? With a first date or meeting with a girl, they
flap their gums as if they were trying to sell themselves. What these guys don’t realize is that
they are sending out information ALL THE TIME by how they walk, how they talk, what they
wear, and how they act. THESE things women will notice. Women WANT to find out

information; that is what they do when they meet a guy. She will already be analyzing your
actions, there is no need to sell yourself with words.
Quote:
You tell a woman ONLY what you want told. It's best to give her, even if you are getting
married, only the TINYEST info about the past.
I personally believe that what happened BEFORE you met your girlfriend is none of her
business.
If she asks why your last relationship didn't work out, tell her you DON'T KNOW. Women
think guys are clueless about relationships so there will be no problem there.
If she asks how many girlfriends you had, tell her you DON'T COUNT THEM.
The trick is to give her a MANLY answer. Don't give her NERD answers. She doesn't know
you are a sharp guy. You give her DUMB answers. You play dumb. Don't worry. She will buy
them.
Her: Why did you get divorced?
Anti-Dump: Don't know. It just happened.
Her: Surely there must have been a reason.
Anti-Dump: I'm not a psychologist Tiffiny. Who knows?
No details are the way you do it.
Women don't see men as 'thinkers'
So your vague answers will be accepted. If she is looking for another Einstein, or a college
professor, get rid of her!
Who wants to talk about DNA in a relationship anyway?
Simple, vague answers. Nice guys (like my former self) think they have to 'confess'.
NEVER TELL A WOMAN ANYTHING NEGATIVE ABOUT ANY PAST GIRLFRIENDS.
Her: What things do you dislike women doing to you?
Anti-Dump: Canceling dates.
Her: No seriously. What's your pet peeve about them?

Anti-Dump: (grabbing her and kissing her) Asking too many questions (with a big smile).
When women ask me why I got divorced I usually tell them I was very young and clueless.
Then I change the subject.
You must practice this art of telling only a little. NEVER, EVER, lie!
Oh, yea, I also tell them I really don't remember.
Now alot of posters aren't going to like what I said here.
Remember this. Concealing is not lying. The truth is always there.
If she really wants to know about your past marriage she can simply go talk to your ex-wife.
Why else should you not GIVE away information?
Quote:
The fact is, women are ruthless with info they get with you and absolutely cannot be
'objective'.
For the first month.
The fact is she is going to misinterpret what you say and form bad conclusions about personal
things you tell her.
Go on a first date with a woman and tell her you were looking at a book about the Satanic
Church and were just curious about it.
She is not going to see you were just curious about it.
Everything you say after that will be DISTORTED in her mind.
The longer you go with a woman, the more acceptable the information.
You don't sit there stone faced.
You talk about HER.
You shouldn't be 'talking' (getting personal) for the first couple of dates. See if she is ready on
time. She if she is eager for the dates. See if she likes your date ideas FIRST.
Maybe she likes another guy better. Let her go to him. But if she sticks around with you being
tight lipped, then you know you have a winner.
Information, in the beginning, turns a woman OFF. Action dates, swimming, bowling, etc. turn
her on.

Anti-Dump's Machine (Part VI: Three Words To Change Your Life!)
Speak, Anti-Dump!
Quote:
THE PERFECT DON JUAN
He asks for a girl's phone number when he FIRST meets or sees her. Not one month later.
He always asks for the HOME phone number. He walks away if he doesn't get it.
A Don Juan always waits four or more days before calling a girl. She must wait.
A Don Juan never arranges a date face-to-face with a girl. He always calls first. She must wait
and wonder about him.
He sees a girl ONLY once a week for the first three weeks. He has to 'clear' his dates with
other women. Or pretend he is busy with other women. He says he is busy if she wants more.
A Don Juan never gives flowers, cards, or gifts for the first two months. Her birthday is the
only exception .
He never talks over an hour with a women on the phone. EVER. Twenty minutes is tops. He
avoids contact with her. With e-mails and messages, etc. between dates. He calls once to
arrange the next date.
During the first three months he tells her NOTHING about himself. She has to ask. When
asked, he gives only tiny itty bitty pieces.
He waits for her to say 'I love you' first. Then he knows she really means it.
A Don Juan never says 'I love you' before two months. Ever.
A Don Juan NEVER proposes before six months. He prefers to wait one year. All minor flaws
must be seen.
A Don Juan never lives with a woman. He is a free man. He will marry the BEST when he
meets her.
A Don Juan only FOCUSES on the romantic side of a woman. He knows long talks lead to
friendship not LOVE. He knows being a mystery fascinates her and makes her WONDER and
WANT him.
And lastly, a true Don Juan

makes sure the relationship is 50-50. HALF of the time she is doing what HE wants to do. He
feels this in his stomach. Not head.
In fact, the man is proud of his own accomplishments.
Quote:
But it also means you CAN'T BRAG. Guess what? Women love that!
She: What kind of car do you have?
You: It's foreign.
She: Who makes it?
You: It's a two door.
She: What's the darn name?!
You: Oh all right. You sure ask alot of questions. It's a Porsche.
She: (impressed) Oh!
How else does a guy weed out uninterested chicks?
Quote:
When I ask a girl for her number I know INSTANTLY, right THEN, if she is interested. When
you give a girl YOUR number you will be waiting around for days or weeks to find out if she
is interested. Why on earth would you want to wait around for a call? I find out right away.
I have never given out my number. But research I have done says this: very, VERY few
women call you back this way.
Why would you WAIT to see if she's interested, when you could find out INSTANTLY?
--------------------------------If you give a girl YOUR number you are waiting for her answer. You are only fooling yourself
by saying you don't care if she calls. That's bull. That is a PASSIVE approach anyway.
Women prefer the DIRECT approach. Even if a guy is confident the women will see you as
PASSIVE and afraid to ask her for the number. Very few men say 'what's your number?' right
out like that. That's what they like. That's a turn-on. Not 'call me' honey . A women will think
she isn't very attractive that way.
Dizgal said "she would FORGET about a guy" if he waited seven days to call her. MOST

women only give out their home phone numbers to the guys that are VERY interesting to
them. They will remember you. So don' t believe her. However, SOME women (Dizgal?) do
give out DOZENS of numbers and 'forget' the names of the guys that called. Here's what you
do:
Anti-Dump: Hi Dizgal. This is Anti- Dump.
Dizgal: Anti-dump WHO?
Anti-Dump: Sorry, I must have the WRONG number. (hang up).
If she 'forgets' hang up and move on.
The purpose of the above 'guidelines' is NOT to get jerked around. Only a women that is
REALLY interested in you will go out with you. You hope they 'forget'. That shows LOW
interest. Better to get out EARLY than to have her cheat later in the relationship.
If you follow the above, like Tomazu said SOME good ones will get away. But you will
almost never get burned.
But what if the girl gives you a FAKE number?
Quote:
What about the FAKE number? Does that mean the number is unreliable for interest? No!
You never ask a woman for her number after more than thirty minutes after talking to her. The
shorter time the better. The guys that get the FAKE numbers are pests that hang around too
long. She doesn't have to know you at all for you to ask for the number.
The date is where she learns about you and judges you. You talk for just a little while then ask.
Then you LEAVE where ever you are. You are a man of mystery. Not a bigmouth and pest.
Now, who do you apply Anti-Dump’s Machine to? When you find that AWESOME girl, do you
just disregard it?
Quote:
NEVER GIVE AN INCH
It doesn't matter if she is eighteen or eighty. It doesn't matter if she is Miss America or a '1'.
You put all women through the SAME dating tips and tactics.
It doesn't matter if she likes rock climbing or is in a wheelchair. It doesn't matter if she is from

Brazil or Canada.
You still make them wait FIVE days before you call. You don't buy gifts. You keep your
personal information to yourself.
You don't go north with one girl and south with another.
You don't go up with this one and down with that one.
In the Army all the recruits are as different as night and day. But the Army, in Basic Training,
makes them climb EVERY obstacle in their path. Nothing is changed for an individual. They
either make it or they have to drop out.
You follow the same procedure time and time again with ALL women.
This will almost guarantee you success finding an INTERESTED woman because it is like
having a love machine. Just push a button and there she is...well there is more work than that
but you get the picture.
You are now on the Road to 'The One'.
But most guys get hung up on other things than CLOSING.
Quote:
'Three Little Words'
Forget crazy pickup lines
forget fancy approaches
forget massive confidence
forget cool clothes
forget her confusing glances
forget two hour convos.
Turn your life around by asking her.......
WHAT'S YOUR NUMBER?
-----------------------------------Forget colognes
forget the layguide
forget Ross Jeffries
forget negging
forget hair gel
forget fast cars
Turn your life around by asking her....

WHAT'S YOUR NUMBER?
-__________________________________
forget Anti-Dump
forget Pook
forget Alpha Males
forget Sosuave
forget Dating Books
forget ‘Destiny’
Turn you life around by asking her....
WHAT'S YOUR NUMBER?
____________________________________
Total happiness is waiting for you but you must say the three little words to her...First,
introduce yourself, then a little talking, then....
What's your number? And go home. MISSION ACCOMPLISHED.
We are not women. We need to stop acting like flowers and stop focusing on ATTRACTION.
You don't HAVE to hang yourself like a damn fool.
Quote:
After you are with a woman over five years then you can tell her anything you want. "I served
five to ten for armed robbery".
Her: Is that because your father was sick and almost lost his house?
You: Yes. I wanted you to see the real me first. I'm sorry but I didn't want to lose you. You
have kept me on the straight and narrow.
Her: I love you.
THE END
Haha! Another reason why the girl, at the end, loves her ‘armed robbery’ husband is because he
said, “YOU have kept me on the straight and narrow.” He boosted her perception of her
femininity.

Quote:
One way is to make sure you talk to her in person MOST of the time. Keep phone talk under
an hour. Rarely talk on the phone.
She has to see you in person, or she will be 'without' you. If you limit the phone and stop Emails and limit messages, she will WANT you more. Her interest will rise or stay high. She
will wonder where you are and what you are doing.
Another way is to not give her any flowers, cards, or gifts for the first two months. But you
must kiss her and show affection at the same time.
This will cause her to wonder about you. You are loving yet buy nothing. Most guys give gifts
and flowers. She will be very curious about this. She will think your love is genuine because
you are not trying to buy her love.
But the main thing is to tell her nothing about yourself. If she asks a personal question just
answer very vaguely. Use one word answers. This is only about YOU. Don't talk like that.
Her: What do you like to do?
You: Lot's of things.
Her: What do you think about girls who wear tight clothes?
You: Sometimes I look. Sometimes I don't.
Then ask her questions back to take the focus off you.
Just don't tell her too much about your personal view point too fast. Have fun for the first two
months. IF she is still around in eight weeks then you can tell her more about yourself.
The whole idea is that she should just like to be with you regardless of your opinions. She
should like your style, not your feelings in the first two months.
Your feelings are none of her business until she shows she likes your style FIRST.
I always wondered, “Shouldn’t I tell the GOOD things about myself?”
But Anti-Dump, of course, is correct. This is a MACHINE of WEEDING out girls. It is basically
like an auction:
“Ladies! A position for POOK WIFE has just been opened!”
Now, I can’t just grab ANY chick to fill in for Pook Wife. She must be the right chick, a
POOKISH chick.
So I go about my life and when I a girl catches my eye, the filtering begins. She knows what I
want. They always know. Interested girls will give me their number and go out with me.

Now, on the date, I do not go about telling her about Pook. Even if it is sensationally good.
Why? Because I am the object of focus. I basically interview HER. Sure, you say things back to
her in a conversation way.
But you want to know something about women?
They love mystery.
And you know what? They love figuring you out.
They LOVE peeling the layers of yourself, seeing what jewels are inside. Yes, you could tell her
your ‘good points’ and her interest level might go up a few.
But…
If she finds the good stuff ON HER OWN then the ‘good points’ go up a quadzillion times.
“But Pook! Whatever do you mean by this?”
Women like to ‘find’ great guys. They love diamonds in the rough. They scrub off that rough
exterior to find pure treasure. She is overwhelmed and this is when she usually FALLS IN
LOVE WITH YOU. Now compare that to the shiny diamond. Well, the shiny diamond guy is
great and all but there is no mystery, no sense of ‘discovery’, the diamond guy is ruining her
feminine mission. Thus…
HE BECOMES BORING.
This is why when you are great and know, you let the women find out. They WILL find out.
Think of a really hot guy. Does the really hot guy go around saying, “Hi! I am a really hot guy!”
NOOOO. Women HATE guys like that.
Women have a finer eye than we do. They will notice your good points and there’s no need to
declare them.

Anti-Dump's Machine (Part VII: Become a Mystery!)
Check this out:
Quote:
You try to disclose as little info about you as possible. You do this by giving very general and
VAGUE answers. Short and sweet. Then you turn the convo back to her.
Her: Do first dates make you nervous?
You: Once in a great while. How about you?
Her: What kind of degree do you have?
You: A hard earned one. And you? Did you go to college?
You are only vague about personal info. But you still carry a conversation and talk all you
want too. Talk all night. Just not about you.
You should be acting like you were on America's Most Wanted. If you tell her too much she
will run.
The LESS they know, the MORE they want to know - Terminator911.
The secret is to talk about physical objects and stay away from SUBJECTIVE subjects.
Talk about music, food, anything but you.
Generalizing becomes very important. The woman will already be analyzing your behavior, your
tone, your clothes, and such. What law is there that says you must GIVE the woman the
DETAILS she wants?
Quote:
Just generalize all answers about you.
Her: What was the best experience of your life?
You: It was a trip to Africa. It was fun. And you?
Her: Tell me about Africa.
You: One night I almost got eaten by a lion.....
Only tell stories that are true. Notice how my answers were about THINGS and not about

ideas and feelings. That gets you into trouble.
Ideally, a woman shouldn't know much about how you feel about things. This makes them
very curious about you.
If she asks, what do you do, always go for the general term. "I'm in computers. And you?
What do you do?
Her: where do you live in Houston?
You: On the south side.
So didn’t Anti-Dump suggest Action Dates at the beginning?
Quote:
I really said the conversation about YOU kills the Mystery. But too much convo usually leads
to TOO MUCH personal disclosure. Hence the action dates. They are your insurance against
your big mouth.
Once they know all about you they get bored. You must reveal yourself slowly over many
dates and as long as possible, years even.
Some guys are going to have problems with the above. The point is that your mate is NOT
SUPOOSED TO BE OPRAH. You are not to tell her about your entire life. Let her find out on
her own (because THEN she will be genuinely curious).
Anti-Dump kept emphasizing that you should talk about THINGS.
Quote:
Like I said above, talk about anything you see and do on the dates. "Look at the size of that
guy! I've never see a seven footer before. Isn't that different?"
People try to be so serious so soon. Keep it light and fun.
Quote:
You really shouldn't be getting so personal early on. You should be watching to see if she
cancels dates. Do you feel right with her? Is she rude when she can't have her way to others?
Does she have a temper?
I suggest staying on the SURFACE for a few dates. You may hate the way she orders food.
Why find out her disappointments in life if it turns out you hate the way she talks.

On one of my dates, this great looking woman, my age, seemed to be talking 'funny'. I didn't
notice that in the club when we met.
You create a Mystery when you know MORE about her than she knows about YOU.
Women claim they want to know everything about you. But if they find out too soon, they
leave.
It's their curiousity that drives them toward love. Be like a mini-series on TV. Don't let them
EVER know the ending!
Flirting and Creating Interest
On the Internet, some males advocate a MALE FLIRTING. However, they do not call it flirting.
They call it ‘creating interest’. They even think they are CONTROLLING the girl by doing this.
Girls also believe they don’t exactly FLIRT. They just ‘create interest’ and many of them think
they CONTROL the guy. We know they’re wrong. So why is there so much hostility that guys
running around trying to ‘create’ interest might be flawed too? (Because it shatters their sense of
CONTROL). With seduction, to become a physical dildo to her you must become her emotional
dildo. After all, she still has no true interest in you. This is the Ross Jefferies way.
Listen to what Anti-Dump says on ‘flirting’ or ‘creating interest’.
Quote:
Flirting was invented by women as an attention-seeking device. Society tells a woman that it is
improper to ask a man out. So women flirt to get your attention to let you know, non verbally,
of their ROMANTIC interest in you.
It is not necessary for a man to flirt. He doesn't have to 'telegraph' his romantic interest. That's
because HE does the asking out. Men are very confused in this area. Flirting is for women.
You 'telegraph' your romantic interest in a woman by asking for her HOME phone number.
That is the male 'flirting' so to speak.
Anti-Dump was one that didn’t believe in ‘kino’. There is a post by me in the hall of fame about
kino. I NEVER do kino at first now.
Kino is PERFECT for the Nice Guy because it turns him into a sexual being. It is bad for Pook
NOW because women already see Pook as a sexual being. By kinoing them now, I just display
way too much interest (girls will take it almost as desperation. “This sexy as sin guy HAD to
touch me. I’ve GOT him.”

Quote:
When you ask for the number she will automatically know you are interested in her
romantically.
If you don't ask, you are in danger of falling in the friend zone. That's because you didn't 'flirt'
by asking for the number.
You didn't let her know your true feelings: To ask her out.
So just have a simple, lively, non flirting conversation and then ask the girl for the number as
soon as possible.
The same applies as far as dates go. Each call for a date 'telegraphs' to her that you are very
interested. Or else why did you ask her out? Because you are very interested.
You just don't put it into words.
At the end of each date I usually say something like "I had a great time jet-skiing". I look
directly into her eyes. She knows you are talking about her. You give indirect indicators of you
liking her. You kiss her passionately, at times you hold her passionately. Never TELL her how
you feel IN WORDS during the first two months. Try waiting until the third month. That
would be much, much better.
You NEVER try to create romantic interest. Big mistake. SHE HAS TO BE ALREADY
INTERESTED.
You don't have to impress her. She should already be impressed by you. Or else why did she
accept the date? Not to kill a boring night I hope.
You don't create interest. It has to be there or you drop her and start again.
When a man flirts it works against him. He is 'telegraphing' too much romantic interest. Much
too much.
At workplaces and classes, there are MANY guys that flirt around. WHY? Because it is risk-free.
They do not get shot down and EVERY WOMAN loves having a guy ‘flirt’ with her. It gives her
attention.
When I am interested in a girl, I ASK THEM OUT. This creates a response in the girl that you’ll
never get by flirting with her (if you flirt hard enough, she thinks you are going to ask her out.
When you don’t, WATCH OUT. She will despise you).
Most guys here are making it harder than it actually is. You do not have to become some
mythical ‘alpha male’. You don’t need to play a ‘Psychological Chess’ with them. You don’t
have to have society in awe of you. You just have to simply go ask them out. Instead of facing

this simple fact, we spit out and regurgitate ‘alpha male’ manifestos, treatises on women and
society, and so on.
The challenge is not You VERSUS the Woman. It is not You VERSUS the WORLD. It is
always You VERSUS You. The only roadblock to make your dreams become reality is within
you.
Correct yourself and the world gets corrected.
Anti-Dump's Machine (Part VIII: Approaching Women)
Approaching the Women
This differs for everyone. Here is how Anti-Dump did it:
Quote:
I always approach women by giving 'unsolicitated advice'. Ever have someone make a
comment and you didn't ask for advice? Annoying isn't it? But it works with women. The
'advice' must be positive and you are supporting the women's choice.
Suppose she's looking at a coat. I would approach and say "that coat will definitely keep you
warm this winter." She would then turn and look at me and make a comment back. Then you
ask for her name.
You are not saying "That looks good on you". It's not flattery.
It has to be PRACTICAL advice. Like a better shoe polish.
An hour ago a woman in a supermarket parking lot was loading groceries into her trunk as I
was walking past. She was starting to reach UNDER the cart to get the groceries. I almost said
"Yea. Don't forget those. Did you ever forget stuff under there? What a pain, huh? What's your
name?"
Give positive advice that HELPS the woman. It must be REAL and SINCERE. "Sometime
you should take the RED bus. It will get you to London a half an hour faster.
What's your name?"
"Excuse me. You should definitely put some air in that tire (low tire). You'll get a flat soon.
What's your name?"
Asking for her name will signal her you are in 'Romantic Mode'.
She has to know your intentions.
Then she will either talk or 'reject' (low interest) you.

The best places to use this are at social gatherings or fairs and events. Where there are lots of
people. My examples are for the street only to show that it can be done anywhere if necessary.
I gave you the HARDEST places.
Then you ask for her HOME phone number. The actual conversation you 'carry on' before the
number is something you have to INVENT yourself. I can't tell you that. It has to fit your style.
The first date should be a fun or action date. I say "Let's do comedy." It's not action but it's
certainly FUN! The idea is not to have 'discussions'.
Swimming is good in the summer.
I have a row boat. "Hey, Ginger, let's take my boat out saturday.
I'll bring it by at 4:00PM."
You: "Miss Perfect. Let's rent a boat on Sunday. I'll come over at 1:00PM (no car).
She doesn't want to be bored by your stupid ideas (you know what I mean). Bore her AFTER
she falls in love. Talk about things you see."Look at the size of that dog!" or "Come on. I want
to buy my little brother a balloon." But it has to be the TRUTH! Never lie.
The next three dates should be like bowling, miniature golf, indoor rock climbing (Credit:
Obidexx), fencing (Credit: Cecil) etc. After the date take her right home. Do it smoothly and
like your still interested in her.
No kiss on the first date. You only kiss her if you think she had a bad time with you. It's a test.
Sometimes she may look like she had a bad time BUT DIDN'T!
So you kiss her to see if pulls away or gives you her cheek to kiss. If she had a great time
never kiss her. It makes her hope you will kiss her next time.
Or, she has to give you a second date to get one! Never discuss the second date with her.
Always call. Never discuss the first date. "Let's get together some time. Want to go to dinner?"
NEVER SAY THAT. Ask for the number. Then TELL her what it is when you call.
About sex. I always go as long as I can stand it. The longer the better. I want them to WANT
IT when I make my move. This is true: One woman pushed me into her bedroom and knock
me down on her bed. She couldn't stand the wait! Another women snarled "Are we going to do
it or what?!!!"
It's great when they WANT IT. You look for the signs. I use heavy 'touching' for about a
month. They let you know when they are ready.
All women must give me an AIDS TEST result. No exceptions.

As you can see, there's no sexual harassment here. None of my advice forces a woman to do
anything she doesn't want to do. If I don't get her home phone number I walk away. And so
should you.
This is Anti-Dump’s Machine in a nutshell. I like how Anti-Dump does not give them the kiss or
the sex. This DEFINITELY drives them nuts.
Quote:
No flowers, cards, or gifts for about three months.
The fun times will make up for that. The 'nice guy' routine is over. After she tells you she
loves you, THEN buy her some flowers. But don't over do it.
Dee-Zy asks about the first date. Anti-Dump responded:
Quote:
Just do stuff that doesn't cost anything.
You live in Canada. "Wanda. Let's go ice skating on friday. I'll be over to get you at 7:00 PM"
I'm sure there are free or $2.00 ice rinks you could go to. I know it's summer. He,he,he!!!
What about swimming? What about volleyball? "Let's play volleyball. I'll be over at..."
Okay, these are probably not cool things to do. But I warned you I am older (boy am I older!)
than you. Find COOL things to do. Any Hip-hop bands that give free concerts in your area?
"Let's go see M+M. He's doing a FREE benefit in Toronto. My parents will drive us."
"Let's meet for coffee." And you will tell her everything she hates.
You: "So, I like M+M. He's cool."
Her: How could you like a disgusting person like that. That's what you like? I'm outta here."
But don’t women like men who are creative? Shouldn’t we do what women want?
Quote:
Whenever you hear yourself saying "women like creativity. or 'WOMEN LIKE...' stick your
finger in a light socket.
You have it REVERSED. You should be saying to her "I like skiing. Do you?" "I like
bowling. Do you?"
You don't give a girl what SHE wants. YOU FIND A GIRL THAT LIKES WHAT YOU
WANT. Later you ask her what she likes after she accepts you first.

NEVER cook a dinner for a woman unless you are engaged to be married! And the ring is on
her finger! She has to be taken out of circulation. Imagine doing that and next week you see
her with Stan the Man.
Use your CREATIVE mind to find ways for the girls to like what you want.
Otherwise you are building a road to DUMP ZONE HELL.
Hope I haven't ruffled your feathers. I used to do all that stuff buddy. Here's a tip:
Women don't give a damm about all that. All they want is a guy they can count on when their
car breaks down on a dark road. Or a guy that will LISTEN (not talk) when disaster strikes
their life. A man of action. A Rock. A man that can BE THERE.
Think about it.
Now I am going to quote Vassago. He will be infuriated that I am quoting him in this Anti-Dump
thread which is reason enough to do so.
Quote:
Personally, I think the player has a better chance of finding a long term relationship. He meets
more women so he has more options to choose from, he has more game so he can get the one
he wants, and most importantly, he doesn't come from a place of need. I know that when I was
hooking up with alot of women I always had long term relationship options, but when I
decided to settle down and find someone special, everything seemed to dry out. I have met all
of my past loves at times when the last thing on my mind was a girlfriend. Women can smell
neediness a mile away, and I think that is the biggest factor. Of course there is also social
proof, the challenge of taming a bad boy, the primal attraction to a dangerous man, etc, that all
adds to the attraction, but at the same time if you go over the edge and become too much of a
male slut it will come back to haunt you.
I have noticed that the guys who get the highest quality women are those guys who you cant
really put into a catagory. Guys who have one women all of time, and that one women changes
every couple months until they find one that they can totally connect with. They always treat
these women well, but they dont settle for anything less then the best.
These are the real players. You'll never know it by talking to them, but you will here the
women talk about them because they are dying to be the next in line.
This fits perfectly with Anti-Dump’s Machine. You first need to figure out what you want and
NOT COME AT A GIRL FROM A POSITION OF NEED.
A guy who puts every facet of his life into chasing sex is pathetic. But the guy going through

chicks to find the one that HE wants, that is the way. I don’t consider that to be a ‘player’ but if it
is, then I’m certainly a player.
Improving yourself makes everything easier but you STILL have to be SOCIAL and go out and
meet all the chicks. THEY want to meet you so give them that opportunity.
The ‘seduction’ material is only good to GET YOU OUTSIDE (since that is where the girls are)
and blasting your old social barriers. It is *very* limited and shouldn’t be taken seriously or (the
worse) taken as a life philosophy.
The good of the PUA is how he can meet many chicks. This is Vassago's point. But this is also a
core element of Anti-Dump's Machine. You will probably go through as many or even more than
a PUA. The difference is that the PUA is trying to sex the girl while the Machine is trying to see
if she fits into your world.
It is a huge difference.
Anti-Dump's Machine (Part IX: ALWAYS Be Prepared!)
I started out as SUPER nerd. I’m more of a thinky person so social things take a bit more effort
out of me. But if you want to succeed, you ALWAYS need a plan.
Always take the opportunity. Always have fun things to do (so you DON’T have to plan them
after you met the girl).
ALWAYS carry paper and pencil to write down phone numbers (or put it into your cell phone).
This will remind you to GET numbers, to GET dates.
But what if the woman thinks you are ‘too prepared’? There is no such thing as being ‘too
prepared’ when it comes to women. This will be seen as a PLUS as Anti-Dump explains:
Quote:
You WANT to look prepared. You are silently telling her YOU ask girls for numbers.
Women are not men. They don't think like we do. [Pook Note: Understatement of the Century]
Women only want a guy when other girls want him. They want a guy who is in demand.
They are not jealous of other girls.
She will assume you are successful. If you weren't, you wouldn't be carrying it. They know
men don't do things for nothing.
Women who know you might be seeing others, are less likely to play games. If they like you,
women are AFRAID to take chances of losing you. They know if they say "I'm busy" too
many times you will call someone else.

Only two types of women will not like you carrying a pencil for numbers:
1. A deeply insecure woman with emotional problems. She cannot stand the thought of
competing with others.
2. A control-freak or manipulator. This kind wants to have it ALL her way. She a 90-10
TAKER in relationships. She is stubborn and inflexable.
Normal women will be surprised.
Since most guys ARE NOT prepared she will wonder what OTHER things (He,he,he!!!) you
are good at.
But Mr. Anti-Dump! Is the number asking too much? Isn’t THAT giving the woman all the
power? Isn’t she NOW in control?
Quote:
This is why nice guys give up their 50% in a relationship.
The guy is IN CONTROL. The guy asks for your number. If he doesn't ask nothing happens.
That's control. The guy keeps you waiting with you not knowing if he will call EVER!
Then, he asks YOU "Let's do dinner." The date itself is his idea. The person taking action is
the one in control.
And if you don't seem interested he drops you.
Many men aren't aggressive in relationships because they erroneously think the woman does
the choosing.
It is not just ‘asking’ for the number. It is taking action.
NEVER DOUBT THIS: YOU ARE ALWAYS IN CONTROL WHEN YOU TAKE
ACTION.
The “What If”s
What if there are women who are IN LOVE with you but are undatable?
Quote:
10% of the time you will meet an undateable woman.
This doesn't happen that often. But you should watch out for this kind of woman.

This is a woman who shows all kinds of interest in you. Calls you, does alot of kino on you. Is
very happy to see you, etc.
You know in your gut that she is not a friend and that you are definitely not in the friend zone.
You just KNOW she thinks you are great and is highly interested.
But somehow she always has a VALID excuse for not giving you a date. A real live VALID
reason.
She is genuinely busy. With her daughter and family. A flight to Florida for vacation. Or she is
a doctor with an impossible schedule. Or she is involved in many social activities.
Or maybe she is like wicked shy. Or thinks you are just too good for her. But still she shows
up and gives you a warm greeting.
But, like I said, you are not getting a date. Or the dating is irregular and random.
One more example. Her gym night is on saturday night your favorite night to go out. So she
asks for another night to date you. Remember, she really likes you and she is a '10'. But you
don't want to go out on another night. Saturday night is 'date night' for most people so you are
not in the wrong.
These women, although they have high interest, ARE UNDATEABLE.
It kills to drop them but you must. We men have never had it our way and it certainly is
difficult to dump these kind of interested women.
But you have to have it YOUR WAY. Like Burger King. Hold the pickles and lettuce Lady!
If you want to be happy you have to dump them early on.
I mean like FAST.
If you like a crazy dating pattern more power to you.
But don't hesitate to get rid of a woman like the above.
You are NOT being selfish.
It's your damn life and you will live it the way you, as a man, see fit. Right or wrong it's GOT
to be YOUR WAY! Because you will never be happy any way else.
But Anti-Dump, so wonderful and wise, what if the girl is actually INTERESTED, giving all the
signs of INTEREST, but is too shy to date?

Quote:
Oh yes, this happens all the time. An extremely shy girl is crazy about you, but puts off giving
you a date. Read all posts by D@ZE.
Or she is a girl that uses speech the wrong way. She means something else when she talks and
her words are taken wrong by you.
The answer is simple: SHE LOSES YOU.
My approach is based on what the MAJORITY of women do. Most women use words
correctly. And most women are not shy. They are average.
Like Devlar said, there are always women who are exceptions.
BUT, you never make an exception!
This keeps the users and heartbreakers and cheaters and psycho's out of your life!
Not bad huh?
Of course you will be wrong sometimes. But you gain the advantage of LESS PAIN and more
money in your pockets!
Face it. Women are very, very picky. Now it's OUR turn!
This is fun huh?
Indeed!
But what if the woman is using strategies of her own? What if she read in a girly magazine to
pretend to be disinterested?
Quote:
If a woman is using "The Rules"
by Ellen Fein, or playing hard to get, or is following any kind of planned strategy: SHE
LOSES.
The reason is simple. For a strategy to work, one of the sexes CAN'T be using a strategy.
Read this again.
One side has to be defenseless for the 'strategy side' to WIN.
Read this also again.
A man who is a nice guy will call a woman repeatedly because in the "Rules" she won't return
a man's calls.
I other words the guy has to _ 'beg' for a date. Real men don't beg.

Begging is impossible with my strategy because of the two call limit. You are not defenseless
.
If the male and the female are both using a strategy, like in chess, you have a STALE MATE.
Both of you LOSE the game.
The answer is simple: Date only women who have no 'plan'. Here's the great part. Women
dislike strategies. As soon as they meet a guy they have HIGH interest in, they are the first to
break the rules!
This is why you should never make an exception. The woman will be the first to compromise
(a little).
But is not your Machine going too far? Your Machine assumes that the woman knows what she
is doing and is executing her plan against you. What if this is not the case?
Quote:
Your heart will still be protected!
I feel, and it is MY opinion, that it's better to be WRONG about someone than to get
repeatedly hurt, over and over.
Judges send innocent people to jail for life sentences. It happens.
In love you must be a little 'hard'. Soft doesn't work.
Look, Krakhed, you don't have to use any of this stuff. Just have it for a back up when women
begin to make you MISERABLE!
That's all I ask. Like Karate, you aren't defenseless now.

Anti-Dump's Machine (Part X: After the Dates)
After the First Date
But Anti-Dump, what guidelines does your machine operate after the first date?
Quote:
Hi Pook,
You asked what are the guidelines after the first date.
You end the first date and all others for the first two months the same way.
You don't talk about the next date. You call for it. Just like when you ask for the number. You
don't mention a date.
The reason you don't talk about the next date is because you DON'T NEED ONE.
You are not needy. Women really like a man that can live without sex. There is no such thing
but in a woman's head there is.
You may need it bad. But when you leave her and don't mention a date, she thinks you are one
COOL dude.
You say something like "I really enjoyed the rollerblading tonight. We'll talk soon."
Never say "I'll call you". They must feel you might not call. Predictable guys get washed out.
If they are not worried you might not call they are not interested.
That's a fact.
You always wait two or three days to call for the next date. Never the next day. That's a guy
that has no self control. Real men are busy. And don't have the time for 'silly romance'. Now I
LOVE romance. But I keep it hidden until a woman has shown that she's going to stick
around.
Only interested women get your romantic moves. When? After two months. Most new
relationships end by eight weeks.
If she is still around after two months then you relax the rules a little. You can tell her you will
call her, etc.
You can see a girl more than once a week after a month but make sure she is really interested
and not using you just for dates.
Try to see a girl once a week for the first three weeks.

Suppose a girl calls you during the third week of dating and asks to see you for a date. That's
okay because she can't be away from you. She wants you.
Just don't be too available in the first month.
It's all a test of interest.
You see Pook, YOU aren't supposed to be making it all work. SHE has to be doing that by
saying 'YES' to dates.
SHE has to do all the work.
The shoe is on the other foot now. The WOMAN has to do everything right now, or there will
be no relationship. You have taken control of your life. You are not at the mercy of women
any longer.
Many women will flunk the test. Always remember, Pook, they flunk because they are not
good enough for you.
This is how you protect your heart.
[Pook Note: No, I didn’t add the ‘Pook’ in the above. Anti-Dump was responding to me.]
But Anti, Dump, what do you say when the girl says the three words?
“I LOVE YOU!”
Quote:
I would just say "That's wonderful" and then kiss her.
If asked how I felt, I would say "Keep going with me and find out". She will be mad but will
be DYING to find out!
Never tell a woman how you feel under two months. Now matter even if she says how SHE
feels.
Most new relationships break up in eight weeks. You must see if she will be around after the
second month.
Remember, you may want to dump her before eight weeks. You can't say 'I love you'. Then
break up with her when you discover something you don't want.
Wait and be sure.

After the Two-Month Mark
The girl needs to follow your date ideas for the first couple of months. After that, things change
with Anti-Dump’s Machine. Here is something I thought he said was surprising:
Quote:
Ask HER what she wants to do for the next date.
You are past the point where you are watching to see if she goes along with your ideas.
She passed the test. You know she is FLEXABLE. Now you can start being mutual. Don't
worry, she will not change.
About once a month ask her if there is anything she wants to do.
Here's a secret. Whatever she wants to do no matter how much you hate it say YES.
If you get choosy she will not give you any more ideas. She will resent you and hold it inside.
Not good. Women are not men. If you ask you are stuck with the choice. But she will love you
for it! Make yourself like it and smile. This is a relationship. Not a one way street.
In the first month you have to be strict. You want to find the right girl. After two months you
relax the rules a little.
Never Ask to Be Exclusive
Why would you do that? She is winning YOU, right?
Quote:
Becoming exclusive with a woman means the both of you talk about not dating or seeing
anyone else. The dating with others comes to an end.
Never ask a women to become exclusive. She must ask YOU. She must talk about it FIRST.
Why? If a woman hasn't asked you yet it means she is still open to seeing others. She still has
DOUBTS about you. Highly interested women don't want you going out with other women.
A woman asking for exclusivity is like a 'marriage proposal'. She is cementing and laying the
foundation for true intimacy.
She wants something that's lasting. It is the ULTIMATE test of interest, guys. She is
'proposing'.

If you ask first, you will never know her true interest level. Why didn't she bring it up? How
come she is still letting you see others? Why isn't she CLOSING her options? Is she seeing
someone else?
Think about it.
But Anti-Dump, what if the guy already just asked the exclusive question?
Quote:
Did she say "I was wondering about that too?". Or "I'm glad you brought this up"?
I used to mention it first myself. One girl said that she wanted to know about that.
Did she act RELIEVED? Did she act like you defused a bomb?
A woman can like a guy a rather small amount and agree. Relationships are built on action, not
words.
SHE HAS TO ASK, Matey. Then you know for sure. Good luck next time. Just keep it in the
back of your mind.
Don Juan Pledge of Honor
Notice how Anti-Dump’s focus is NOT sex and NOT just ‘getting’ a girl. His FOCUS is getting
an interested chick.
Quote:
'The Don Juan Pledge of Honor'
Gentlemen, let us say it together:
Pook holds up his hand.
Quote:
I am a Don Juan. I promise on my honor I will never call a girl in less than four days.
I assure my fellow Don Juans I will always faithfully ask for the number and will never walk
away from a girl without it.
I will always be loyal to the Law of Interest. I will make sure she is really interested. She will
give me a decisive 'yes' when I ask her out. I will accept NO LESS from her.

I promise with the greatest sincerity I will never go back with an EX. No matter how much she
begs me.
I will accept full responsibility for getting myself in the 'Friend Zone' because I talked too
much on the phone and waited seven months to ask her out.
I pledge to never reveal the true me for the first two months and give her only bits and pieces
about my self. The Law of Mystery forbids it.
I am a Don Juan. I do not stay in bad relationships. I do not date women who give me a lot of
trouble.
I am a Don Juan. That's why I am happy.
Gentlemen, this concludes this series of Anti-Dump’s Machine. There are many posts here and
most are written by high schoolers or guys in college. Anti-Dump came from a divorced
marriage.
Anti-Dump’s Machine is not to lead you to sex, not to lead you to ‘token girl’ so you can make
your friends jealous by saying, “I have a girlfriend.” I have been on this forum for MANY years
and Anti-Dump’s Machine is the ONLY one I know that leads to love.
But remember, Anti-Dump’s Machine is a WEEDING OUT process. The more fuel you give the
machine, the more results you will get. THE MORE WOMEN YOU APPROACH AND DATE,
THE MORE JEWELS THAT WILL BE FILTERED OUT.
Give your woman the gift of yourself, the gift of Don Juan. If she finds out you sampled no other
women but her, she will be angry. She wants to be chosen out of many, she wants to be special.
So instead of thinking, “How do I get a chick?” or “How do I get this chick?” think, “What do I
need to do in my life so I can go through many many chicks?” No girlfriend for you until you go
through many girls. After all, how can you know what you like about a girl if you haven’t been
through several of them?
Anti-Dump’s Machine works. Now go out there and RULE THE CHICKS!

Addendum
I kept this last Anti-Dump Machine post so I could keep testing out the Machine and add some
observations.
The hardest part of the machine is that you will lose many girls who would be willing to make out with
you and get physical. But the catch is that these girls only wanted you for that purpose anyway. As one
lady friend said to me, “If a girl doesn’t go out with a guy again just because he doesn’t kiss her at the
first date, she isn’t worth going out with again.” The Machine is suited for those only looking to satisfy
their love, not lust.
If you’ve noticed, Anti-Dump pushes sex far far back from his filtering process. From my own experience,
there is good reason for this. The purpose of the Machine is to find a girl who likes you for you. The
problem with sex is that it confuses the women, and she thinks that you two are really ‘bonding’ with
sex when in fact you aren’t. You can easily get a woman into a relationship with you by going heavy on
the eroticism, but does she really like you or not?
The Machine doesn’t work so well with younger girls, of ages 23 and down, because they’re interested
purely in the eroticism and making you a trophy to show to their girlfriends (“Oh, you must meet ALL my
girlfriends!”).
One thing I might disagree with Anti-Dump is the use of dinner for an early date. Anti-Dump says, “Do
not have dinner. It is boring and you will tell too much information about yourself, destroying the
mystery.” This is true. However, dinners with Pook are very interesting because all I talk about her is her.
When she asks me something, I’ll say something and turn the conversation back on her. This tells me
everything I need to know about her, her interests, her ideas on life. Anti-Dump would say, “Why do I
need to hear about her life if I don’t like the way she acts?” Most women just let things happen to them
and don’t have much of an idea of life. Besides, if you look on the front page of sosuave, you will find the
women describing the perfect first date as dinner with the guy asking about them.
The Machine, I believe, has two patterns in it that must be embraced for it to be successful. The first is
simple: filter out the women and find ones that likes you. Rather than trying to fit what ‘she’ wants, you
find a girl that likes what you like. This topic has already been covered quite enough however.
The second, much more critical, is that the Machine will sort the wheat from the chaff, and deliver you
quality girls. However, in order to have quality girls, you must put in quantity. You must kiss many frogs.
How many? A lot. When you buy a car, do you get the first one you see? No, you shop around. If you buy
real estate, do you go and look at only two or three? No, you look at A LOT. So when you’re looking for a
wife or girlfriend, why do you get lazy and go for the nearest one?
100:10:3:1 This is a well rounded number. 100 means the number of girls you must approach and talk
to. They all must be single (to your knowledge) and you must be physically interested in them. Yes, go
through a hundred of them. It could be a quick conversation or could be you getting their numbers. The
Machine works best with larger numbers. The 10 stands for the girls that will date you. The 3 stands for

how many girls that you dated will be ‘buying’ you. And the 1 stands for the one you end up with. (The
point of this is to keep it all in perspective. Approach MANY girls. People think two or three is many.
That is why I put down some numbers.)
What it should be apparent is that getting a girl is a shopping process. Anti-Dump said, “You BUY a
relationship, you do not BUILD one.” This will also pop the bubble of many guy’s concept of love. But
remember, women think like this. They go shopping for guys all along. Why shouldn’t you?
You do not want to marry a toad. Therefore, you need to kiss many frogs to find the girl of your dreams.
And she will be the girl of your dreams because she fits you. The odds can be lessened if you consider
what are the most important qualities you’re looking for (say a particular religion) and you hunt for
them there (at a church group).
One trend I see is many people getting hooking up with people at their jobs or someone in their
classroom. This is sad. They are placing their relationship primarily by physical proximity rather than
their internal selves and what both want. Women tend to do this the most and guys just react to them.
It is your world now. The shoe is now on the other foot. If she doesn’t treat you like a king, then you kick
that princess out of Romance Kingdom. Girls always wonder who their husbands will be, who they will
end up with. All the ladies are out there waiting for you to pick them.
Go get them, Don Juan.
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